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It is now the third week of June as I sit here at my
computer, wondering what I should write about.
Having just finished a phone call with Doug Bingham,
President of the Sidecar Industry Council, I think the
thing to do is bring you up to date on what is happen-
ing in this part of the country concerning sidecars, just
as I did him.

In April, the weekend after I returned from Cairo,
we held the first state sponsored Sidecar Safety
Program instructor prep course in Lynchburg, Virginia.
We trained 11 new instructors who subsequently
trained nine new students. We performed proof of
concept with our three new training rigs and they
survived four days of constant use. Thanks, Kurt
Liebhaber, for making such good sub-frames. To get a
look at the training rigs and read a student's impression
of the course, visit us on-line at www.sidecar.com.

On June 13, Vietnam Veterans of America,
Chapter #617, Woodbridge, Virginia, held its Third
Annual Motorcycle Poker Run with the majority of the
proceeds being donated to Jim and Chris Dodson to
help offset some of their unanticipated medical ex-
penses.

Jim is originally from Woodbridge, and as a
disabled Vietnam Veteran, our VVA Chapter was
happy to help a fellow veteran. No totals yet but we
estimate we made approximately $450-500. A good
day for everyone. Jim ran part of the 120 plus mile
route as a passenger in his own sidecar rig.

The big news is that by unanimous decision, Jim
Dodson was awarded the Pop Dreyer award for 1999,
for his continuous efforts over the past 20 years in
support of the Sidecar Safety Program. By being so
honored, Jim joins the elite ranks of only 10 other
persons who have received this award. Jim says he will
try and be at the USCA National Rally. Regardless, he
will be re-presented the award in front of his peers at
that time.

From 17 through 20 June, Vic Hari, one of our
new Chief Instructors, and David Hough, conducted a
Sidecar Safety Program Instructor Prep Course in
Madison, Wisconsin, and successfully trained nine new
instructors and five students. Our Safety Program is
continuing to grow and spread. I am conducting

Flying The Chair
discussions with MD and NJ concerning Sidecar
Training for instructors in those states.

In late July (19-24), we will have presented a
Sidecar Seminar and possibly a Sidecar Safety Course
at the Country Roads Motorcycle Rally being held for
the first time at Snowshoe Mountain, WV.  The rally
organizers have designated July 23 as Sidecar day. The
rally sounds well organized, is well sponsored, and is
supported by both county and state officials as a way to
get motorcyclists familiar with some of the best riding
roads in the eastern half of the US.

By the time you read this we will also have
formed the new National Capital Region sidecar club
(whose name is yet to be chosen) during Sidecar
Weekend sponsored by the USCA and Bob's BMW in
Jessup, Märyland.

I am happy to report that our website is doing
very well and attracting many more visitors than we
had anticipated. If you are buying or selling a rig or any
sidecarring accessories and already advertise in the
SIDECARIST, consider also advertising on the web.
We have special rates for those that advertise in both
places and can assure you that more than 100,000
people a month are accessing our website. These are
people with interest in our sport. Call for details or look
at the website.

I'm still looking for individuals, groups, or clubs
that might be interested in hosting the Year 2000
National Rally. The USCA will give you money up
front for advertising, flyers, or whatever you need and
then split the rally earnings with you. Done properly,
this is an excellent way to improve your "club" trea-
sury. It does require some planning, administrative
support, and good execution, but we have plenty of
members out there that have helped with rallies before
who can lend a hand or, as a minimum, give some
good advice and lessons learned. If you are interested,
please give me a call or send me an E-mail.

Guess that is it for now. Hopefully you will have
stopped and talked to me at the National, and I will
have had the pleasure of meeting many more of you
that I don't yet know.
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Lean-out
The winter of 1998-1999, was a long one,

especially for a fellow such as myself, used to a mild
southern California climate. Up here on the Columbia
River, they kept telling me that the cold and wet were
intense even for here, but I figured they were just trying
to ease me into life in the Northwest.

As January wore on, the old mind began working
on the subject of my next sidecar, and the fact that my
Harley was in storage in southern California, so I didn't
have anything to hang the sidecar on anyway.

I thought I had a pretty firm idea of what I wanted
to hang on the Harley, but after the Seattle motorcycle
show, I began considering options of other bikes and
other sidecars that fell into the same price range as just
the sidecar I had been considering.

By February, some of my proposed rigs would
not readily go together starting with the fact that none
of the dealers and riggers I contacted had ever fitted a
sidecar to the motorcycles on my list.

It was in this time frame that I decided to take the
plunge and do something that I had been interested in
for years... get an entire Ural combo... so I placed my
order. The only drawback was waiting for a new
shipment to arrive.

While I waited, I did a lot of trip planning for the
anticipated new rig. I wanted to ride it to the Yakima
unrally and Mariposa, for starters. For Yakima, I had
figured the rig would still be under initial break-in
(slow) speeds, but Yakima is only about a 200 mile ride
each way. By the time Mariposa would be happening, I
figured to have a few more services pulled on the rig
and be able to run a bit faster on backroads for the 950
miles down, and allow myself an extra day each way.

March drug by with no rig, then April. The
weather was improving, but no new rig to put break-in
miles on. The realization kept nagging away that these
hoped for rides to sidecarevents were fast dissolving.

Finally, the rig was in, a mere week and a half
prior to Yakima, but the combo never made it home
before the transmission began making noises. The
weekend before Yakima, the bike got trucked to the
Ural repair facility in Salem, for inspection and diagno-
sis, and was still there the following weekend
while Yakima was happening. I didn't make Yakima.

It was another week before the bike got trucked
back home, reconnected to the sidecar and some more
break-in miles started accumulating. But it became
obvious that there wasn't enough time left to run up
enough miles and services prior to Mariposa... unless I
wanted to make the trip at a max of 42 miles per hour,
which I didn't really think I wanted to do for 950 miles.

Yes, I made Mariposa, but not with a sidecar. I
rode my KLR650 thumper after breaking it out of
storage and servicing it and slapping on a new rear tire.

Now, I know I don't have many social graces, my
time is probably best spent in an office alone, and I
didn't show up at Mariposa with a sidecar... but there
was at least one person at Mariposa who was glad to
see me even if it maw amounted to 15 minutes or so.
Seems as how we had started back towards town from
the Saturday night dinner on Mount Bullion (which is
more than a few miles from town and the nearest gas
station) when the rig of Neil Jameson, powered by a
fine old Triumph Trident... complete with Buck
Rodgers pipes... sputtered to a stop, out of gas. I
stopped too, and dug my spare quart of gas out of my
saddlebag, which was enough to get the Triumph the
five miles to the first gas station.   I reckon that quart of
gas may have been in that bottle since the last time I
saved a fellow rider two miles short of Green River,
Utah, possibly two years back.

From Mariposa, I continued on down to southern
California, unloaded the gear from the KLR onto the
Harley, then knocked off the 1,200 miles back up to
Rainier.  Since then, the Ural rig has had a few more
miles put on it and I will continue to do so, but not at
any intense pace. I like to break-in motorcycles by the
book. The Ural will get gentle miles and several
services before it gets pressed into any serious long
distance trips.

A friend from Wyoming, has been talking up a
trip to Montana, after meeting in Twin Falls, Idaho,
come September. Whether the Ural goes or the Harley,
will remain to be seen, but the trip sounds interesting
and will cover some beautiful country.
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Letters
DESIGN HISTORY?
Dear Editor

The sidecar in Wallace and Grommit (TM), "A
Close Shave" rolls on a tire centered in the sidecar. Any
history on a design like this or is this a cartoon that
simply looks too authentic?

Sincerely,

Fred Blumers #5603 Appleton, Wisconsin

[Al Roach forwarded your comments/questions
regarding the sidecar in Wallace and Gromit... and this
time I didn't loose your name!

Yes, there is an actual basis for a sidecar with a
wheel centered inside. The first I can think of is the
Equalean of the 1970s and 80s, produced in California.
Fact is, I even got to put on some test miles on an outfit,
while working at ROAD RIDER magazine.

The Equalean was attached to the motorcycle with
a flexible system of mounts. The motorcycle was leaned
into a corner just like a regular motorcycle, and the
sidecar leaned with the bike. Fact is, it leaned so much it
was possible to drop the bike. When stopped, you had
to put your feet down at a traffic signal to stay upright,
and when parking the sidestand had to be used.

The Equalean wheel was designed to be leaned
with the sidecar, unlike the Flxi of a half-century before,
where the wheel leaned with the motorcycle but the
sidecar body stayed level. And if you think back in time,
to an era of poor dirt roads, having the common layout
of a large diameter wheel outside of the sidecar made
sense as it could roll over rocks and bumps better and
more closely matched existing ruts from autos and
wagons. Some rigs back then even had variable axles to
allow the wheels to fit in existing ruts.

On the other hand, the Equalean was intended for
modern paved roads and less wind drag. So the wheel
was made smaller and hidden under the sidecar with a
"wheel-well" extending up into the interior of the
sidecar, under the passenger seating area. This also
allowed space for a bit of suspension travel and since
the entire rig leaned in corners, there was no need for a
wider wheel track for stability in turns.

 If you have further interest in the Equalean, we
did a reprint of the April 1981 RR  article in our "V19
N4 July-August 1995 issue. Check with Al Roach
about back issue availability.

One other sidecar comes to mind that featured a
wheel centered under the sidecar and that is the Flexit,
first manufactured, I believe, in South Africa. If
memory serves, this articulating sidecar used a system
of chains to lean the sidecar with the motorcycle.

There have certainly been other leaning sidecar
rigs (not counting electric-lean), to include the
Mitchell and the Armec Sidewinder, but these have a
more traditional wheel arrangement, outboard of the
sidecar body. And I've probably overlooked a few, and
in that case, USCA members are invited to comment
further on the subject -- ed.]

DROP US.
Dear Editor

I would like to request that you drop us from
your membership role and mailing list. We still have
our E1L and plan to keep it.

We joined the USCA as novice sidecar owners
looking for products, tech and safety information. I'm
sad to say I believe that none of these areas have a
priority in your organization's newsletter. So I feel that
it is a waste of your postage and our time. It is really a
shame because you have the potential of doing a lot of
good for the new sidecarist.

I was one of the first MSF chief instructors, so I
naturally have a keen interest in that topic. Sidecar
classes are spread thin and far, with none in our area. I
was hoping that the newsletter could fill in a lot of
gaps. That area is reserved for instructor news.

Sincerely,

Russ and Cathy Marooney #5904 Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma

[Russ, thank you for your letter. No, I don't like
to see USCA members displeased and dropping out,
but I do appreciate you taking the time to write and say
why -- ed]
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CYCLE WORLD 2000
SHOW SCHEDULE.

In a late arriving media alert, Advanstar
Team Powersports has released a subject-to-
change schedule for their upcoming CYCLE
WORLD 2000 International Motorcycle Shows.
For more up to date information, reader inquiries
should be directed to 1-800-331-5706.

November 19-21, 1999, Dallas Convention
Center, 650 South Griffin, Dallas, Texas.

November 26-28, 1999, Long beach Convention
Center, 300 East Ocean Blvd., Long beach,
California.

December 3-5, 1999, Washington State Football
Stadium & Exhibit Center, Occidental Ave.
South, Seattle, Washington.

December 10-12, 1999, San Mateo County Expo
Center, 2495 South Delaware At., Sar Mateo,
California.

January 14-16, 2000, America's Center, 701
Conventior Plaza, St. Louis, Missouri.

January 21-23, 2000, Philadelphia Convention
Center, One Convention Center Place 1101
Arch St., Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

January 28-30, 2000, IX Center, 6200 Riverside
Dr. Cleveland, Ohio.

February 4-6, 2000, Jacob K. Javits Convention
Center, 655 West 34th St., New York, New
York.

February 11-13, 2000, Rosemont Convention
Center, 5555 North River Rd., Rosemont,
Illinois.

March 8-12, 2000, Daytona International Speed-
way, 1801 Speedway Blvd., Daytona Beach,
Florida.

March 17-19, 2000, Cobb Galleria, Two Galleria
Parkway, Atlanta, Georgia.

March 24-26, 2000, Minneapolis Convention
Center, 1301 Second Ave. South, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.

Everything Else
LOUISIANA REPEALS
HELMET LAW.

"On Thursday , June 17, 1999, the Louisiana
Senate concurred by a vote of 28-.C. with Senate Bill
86 to send Louisiana's helmet repeal bill to Governor
Mike Foster's desk. The bill was approved Friday by
the HR by 70-23. SB 86 repeals the mandatory helmet
requirement for riders 18 and older anc requires proof
of $10,000 it medical coverageto ride without a
helmet.., the new law will gc into effect August 15th."

OKLAHOMA GETS RIDER ED.
Oklahoma became the 47th state to pass Motor-

cycle Rider Education on June 8th, when Governor
Frank Keating signed House Bill 1474 into law.
Although there is no funding source as yet, ABATE of
Oklahoma hopes to enact further legislation next
session to establish funding for the program.

MN LEGISLATIVE VICTORY.
No longer will Minnesota riders be penalized for

being involved in an accident while not wearing a
helmet, particularly in regards to lawsuits filed against
car drivers who are at fault in the accident. On May 25,
1999, Governor Jesse Ventura signed SF1762, repeal-
ing the law that mandated the courts to consider
evidence of helmet use in litigation involving personal
injury resulting from a motorcycle accident.

USCA members interested in more coverage of
what is going on with the legislative front, can contact
NCOM at 1-800-525-5355 or write to 15910,
Ventura Blvd., Suite 1719, Encino, CA 91436.

NEW USCA BOOKSTORE
MANAGER.

Please take note wher ordering USCA
books, catalogs, shirts, pins, patches anc stickers,
that we have a net address and a new persor
handling the job who is Williar H. Helbig, Jr.,
530 Augdon Dr., Elyria, OH 44035. Good luck tr
William and a thanks to Marilyn Johnson and Al
Roach for their help in the past.
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Racing

By Spencer Bennett
The AHRMA (American Historic Racing

Motorcycle Association) Vintage, Skorpion, and
Twin Racing Program was held at the Talladega
Grand Prix Track, Talladega, Alabama, on
October 3-4, 1998.

The draw of vintage racing, especially at the
smaller tracks, is the opportunity it presents to
get really close to the racers and some of the
prettiest motorcycles you are likely to see.

We left Memphis, on Friday morning and
got 70 miles out before the electronic ignition on
the BMW ceased to function and it coasted to a
stop. A quick check verified that there was
nothing that could be roadside repaired, so a cell
phone call was made to my son and he was soon
on the way with a trailer and the sidecar rig, so I
could continue on. As soon as the trailer arrived,
we piled all the gear in the sidecar, loaded the
BMW on the trailer, and launched again for
Talladega -- with much better results this time.

On our way through Birmingham, we
stopped at the Barber Motorcycle Museum,
which is the home of Barber Racing, as well as
being a really well done display of unique and
unusual motorcycles of all types and vintages.
The best $5.00 you will spend on a museum,
even though they ask you not to take pictures. If

Mike Dale (left)
and Davied

Masner, in the
paddock area at
Talladega '98. So

many neat
motorcycles, so

little time to
admire them.

Moto Guzzi seen at Talledaga '98. Typical of
the well prepared bikes racing in the vintage

Twin class.

AHRMA VINTAGE RACING AT TALLADEGA, AL
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Racing..
AHRMA VINTAGE RACING AT TALLADEGA, AL..

you are in the central Alabama area, it is defi-
nitely worth a stop.

We continued on to the Talladega Grand
Prix track where we met Davied Masner, who
had ridden down from Chattanooga, Tennessee.
The $15.00 admission fee includes camping and
two days of practice and racing. We soon had the
camp set up right in the middle of the racers and
were being made to feel at home by all of them.

Saturday morning was as pretty a day as you
could hope for and while we were having our
second cup of coffee, a gentleman by the name of
Carlton Palmer II, of Putney, Vermont, came over
to visit and ask our help. This weekend he had
come down by himself and needed some help
with getting his bikes started. We said sure, and
were very surprised when we found out he was
racing a pair of Vincent 500cc singles, of 1937
and 1950 vintage. If there is anything neater than
a Norton Manx, it has to be one of these Vincent
Comets.

We showed up at the practice time and got
checked out on how to use the starter rollers and
then got the bikes started for the practice ses-
sions. After practice, we took in the rest of the

Indian Scout for sale at Talladega -- good start
for a vintage racer of your own.

Honda 360 twin racer
seen at Silverman
Museum Racing's

compound at
Talladega. Beautiful

example of the best of
vintage racing.
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Racing..
AHRMA VINTAGE RACING AT TALLADEGA, AL..

racers and their equipment, and got lunch, then
back to get Carlton fired up for the first of the
two races he was to run in. The first race was on
the 1937 Vincent, which had the first Vincent
produced engine, and he won it pretty cleanly.
The next race he was entered in was the third
race, with the 1950 model, and he had to work
some to get ahead of an Indian Scout and a
Norton Manx, but he did and so got his second
win of the day! This concluded our duties for the
day so we took to the stands and watched the rest
of the races, both vintage and modern single and
twins.

Racing concluded about 4:30p.m. and we
then got to compare maintenance techniques
among the various teams as they prepared for
Sunday's battles. Pair of Skorpion racers waiting for the

"Skorpion Cup" modern singles event at
Talladega.

Spencer Bennett
looking

distraught at the
thought of this
beautiful 1950
Vincent being

ridden at speed
in competition.

This engine is one
half of the

Vincent V-twin
power plant and

moves it with
authority. Photo:

Mike Dale
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Racing..
AHRMA VINTAGE RACING AT TALLADEGA, AL..

We awoke on Sunday to scattered lightning
and decided flight was the best plan -- striking
camp in the dark and pulling out of the track at
about 6:00a.m. This proved to be the best deci-
sion as we were able to ride all the way home in
the dry, thanks to our show of fear in the pres-
ence of the weather gods.

If you have the opportunity to get to a
vintage race, and they run them all over the
country, please take the opportunity to go and see
some wonderful old equipment being exercised
to its full capability by folks who enjoy it com-
pletely. And who knows, maybe someone will
ask you to help with one of the bikes and you can
be a small part of it.

1937 Vincent 500cc single. This is supposedly
one of only three known surviving examples
of this particular motorcycle. It has the first

engine manufactured by Vincent, as they used
J.A.P. or other engines prior to this model. It

is raced by Carlton Palmer II of Putney,
Vermont.

Mike Dale
admiring a very

nice Norton Manx
vintage racer.
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O/S News
REPORT FROM AUSTRALIA

By Graeme Posker
Overseas Contact Officer, Sidecar Club of

Victoria, Inc., Belgrave, VIC, Australia

Frank and Barbara Harrison both have Twin
G's on their Yamahas I can't remember if they are
members of SCoV or not -- but we seem to run
into them a lot at various events. A lot of our
members are also in the Ulysses Club (at 40, I'm
a juniour) which has an extensive network
through Australia and New Zealand, providing
enjoyable activities for older motorcyclists while
offering companionship and mutual support. It's
a similar club to the Retreads in the US, where
there are some members, I believe, around the
Black Hills of Dakota. The Retreads have small
chapters in Sydney and Newcastle (up north).

This glossy booklet is a reference guide for
seniour citizens, all sorts of how to, where to,
your rights etc., kind of thing. A try to be useful
Govt dept kind of thing to justify their existence
and make sure the budget is all used. Interesting
they should plug a motorcycle club as well as
sidecars.

Ron Thompson of Alice Springs N.T. (central
Australia), is a Sydney member. I've waited a
long time to get up there and see his rig. The
scooter is a late 60s 150cc Vespa, with a more
recent 200 motor. He made the neat sidecar --

even the after-thought lengthening doesn't
show.
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A Majesty and special narrow Premier, which
belongs to Lorretta Cormack of Melbourne.

She ordered the rig to give her grandkids
rides, but it also gives good service on

shopping day. her hubby has a Harley rig.

O/S News..
REPORT FROM AUSTRALIA..

PREMIER SIDECARS
EXPERIENCE AND
EXPERTISE

Premier Sidecars designs and manufactures
one of the wide range of sidecars and accessories
in the Southern Hemisphere.

Proprietor Ian Souter has collected over 20
years of experience with outfits on the race track
and the road, 15 of them as a manufacturer.

In that time the company has developed a
range of seven body designs for road going
outfits and assisted in developing and repairing
machinery for a number of road race teams.

Unlike some other manufacturers, Premier
backs up its products with a comprehensive
range of support services, including
repairs,leading link manufacture, fitting of an
exclusive sidecar disc brake design plus a vast
range of accessories and modifications to tailor
the outfit to your needs.

While a number of brands have come and
gone in this country, Premier has continued to
service by standing by its products.

THE RANGE
Seven models are offered by Premier Side-

cars, in four body shapes making it easier for you
to create an outfit that looks like a complete imit
instead of a tacked on afterthought.

The range includes two classic styles;
Dusting in three sizes (single, child and adult,
double), plus the Indian, Owners of modern
machinery can select from the Premier (child and
adult size), or the Electra which can be order in
two sizes and features a full perspex canopy.

The two most popular models have proven
to be the Premier and the Dustings.

A unique construction process for this body
gives exceptional rigidity. Standard features

Premier
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Dusting

include carpeted cabin and full exterior lighting.
A very large boot makes it an ideal choice for
tourer, while swingarm suspension utilising a
Koni shock-absorber (as with all models) ensures
your passenger isn't complaining by the end of
the trip. Styling suits most modern machinery
and a full roof is optional.

THE DUSTING
The traditional shape had proven to be a

winner over the years and is perfect for anyone
contemplating a classic style outfit. Like the
Premier it comes carpeted and with full lighting,
while the owner can order a fold down hood.

The one and a half (adult and child) Dusting
model has been the most popular of the three
sizes and many customers have made the best
use of the extra space it offers by ordering the
optional boot lid.

CHASSIS
Premier designs and builds its own box

section chassis for all models. It also modifies
motorcycle chassis to add strengthened can even
build up mounting subframes for apparently
difficult cases such as BMW's K-series (which
comes with no lower frame rails).

Completing the picture is sidecar swingarm
suspension, an optional sidecar disc brake and a
tough, four-point adjustable mounting system.

Those wanting to get the best out of their
outfits can also have a unique leading link from
end tailor made for the bike. This design relies
on heavily braced straight downtubes to ensure
much greater rigidity than many lesser designs.

Above, is part of the Premier Sidecars
brochure and while I don't imagine many of your
readers up in the States are looking for a left side
sidecar, the factory is at 4/12 Amay Crescent,
Ferntree Gully, Victoria 3156.

Indian

Chassis

PREMIER SIDECARS ..

REPORT FROM AUSTRALIA..

http://www.premiersidecars.com.au/

O/S News..
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PREMIER SIDECARS .. Current pricing - 12-26-2005
REPORT FROM AUSTRALIA..

Premier: Normal Pricing Price + GST
 Fully upholstered and mounted (standard chassis)  $5000.00 $5500.00
"Kidd Karrier" roof  $227.27  $250.00
Dusting:  Normal Pricing Price + GST
 Fully upholstered and mounted (standard chassis)  $4818.18 $5300.00
Fully enclosed roof $418.18 $460.00
Boot compartment with locking lid  $254.55 $280.00
Harley Davidson style mudguard  $90.92 $100.00
Harley Davidson style brake light P.O.A P.O.A
16" Sidecar Spoke Wheel from  $590.92  $650.00
Indian:  Normal Pricing Price + GST
Fully upholstered and mounted $6090.91 $6700.00
Windscreen, 16" Harley Davidson style mudguard, 16" Sidecar Spoke Wheel, Harley Davidson style

lighting, Harley Davidson style Running (Foot) board  Included
General:  Normal Pricing Price + GST
Park Brake System  $418.18 $ 460.00
Radios from  $236.36 $260.00
Speakers from  $90.92 $100.00
Power Socket (Cigarette Lighter)  $54.55 $60.00
Pin Striping from  $72.73 $ 80.00
Long Range fuel tank  $418.18 $460.00
Seat Belts  $136.36 $150.00
Steering Damper, or Special Paint Scheme  P.O.A P.O.A
Leading Link System from  $1590.91 (C/O) $1750.00 (C/O)
Freight  P.O.A P.O.A
Double Body Size  $636.36 $700.00
  Shiralee Trailers:  Normal Pricing Price  + GST
Standard Trailer  $2000.00 $2200.00
Power Socket (Cigarette Lighter)  $54.55 $60.00
Storage Box  $100.00 $110.00
Esky Rack  $100.00 $110.00
Internal Light  $54.55  $60.00
Lining Top  $81.82 $90.00
Mud Guard Lights  $81.82 $90.00
Mud Guard Covers  $72.73  $80.00
Storage Box Cover  $100.00  $110.00
Spare Wheel  $145.45  $160.00
Spare Wheel Bracket  $72.73 $80.00
Jockey Wheel  $81.82 $90.00
Stone Guard  $90.92 $100.00
Custom Paint  P.O.A P.O.A
Roof Rack  $181.82 $200.00

O/S News..
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REPORT FROM AUSTRALIA..
O/S News..

Herald Sun,
Monday,
November 9, 1998
Joyride: Barney
the bikie takes

this young trio for
a ride. Picture:

MANUELA
CIFRA

The news
clipping is from a
local paper, credit-
ing members of the
Ulysses Club for
their efforts to
bring a bit of cheer
to children battling
a wide range of
diseases and
disabilities.

Graeme
Posker, Overseas
Contact Officer
Sidecar Club of
Victoria

THERE were squeals of delight
yesterday when some very specW kids
were taken for the ride of their lives.

The tough bikie image was shat-
tered when members of the Ulysses Club
took children and their families from
Very Special Kids House on Joyrides
around Cardinia Reservoir.

Secretary of the club Fran Kidd said
the rides gave children battling a wide

range of diseases and disabilities a
great deal of pleasure. Publicity
manager for Very Special Kids
Jane Baxter said the day was also a
chance for families to have fun
together.

"The looks on the kids' faces
when they get on the back of these
bikes is just fantastic," Ms Baxter
said.

Day out for easy riders
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Industrial News
ROKON OFFERS OWN
SIDECAR.

So what, you might ask, is a brochure for a
Rokon Ranger doing in a magazine for sidecars?
Well, the July 1999, issue of CYCLE WORLD,
just happened to contain a test on the Ranger and
on the final page of the text, next to the last
paragraph, they just happened to mention an
optional SIDECAR!

Naturally, your editor just had to write
Rokon for more information.

Seems as how Rokon has been building
their two-wheel drive off-road vehicles for 35
years, and have three models now, including the
original Trail-Breaker with a Chrysler two-stroke
engine, a slightly smaller version called the
Scout and the Ranger which is powered by a
Honda four-stroke engine.

The sidecar accessory is reported to attach
with just one bolt, weighs only 70 pounds but
can haul up to 500 pounds of gear. Listed price
for the sidecar is $995.00, the Trail-Breaker and
Ranger list at $4,675.00 and the Scout at
$3,995.00.

For more information contact Rokon Inter-
national, 75 Rochester Ave., Portsmouth, NH
03801 or 1-800-593-2369.
Specifications & Performance Data
Drive System Full time, front and rear wheel

drive

Engine Honda, single cylinder, 4 stroke, fan
cooled

Piston Displacement 160cc

Power Output 5.5 HP at 4000 RPM

Power Transmission Automatic Torque Con-
verter into a 3 gear range selector

Speed Range: 1st Range 0-10.0 MPH

2nd Range 0-22.0 MPH

3rd Range 0-30.0 MPH

NEW URAL 2WD.
New for 1999, the Ural Sportsman/Patrol,

now offers engageable sidecar wheel drive,
unlike the previous models with full time two
wheel drive. For information, contact Ural at 1-
800-832-2845.
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Industrial News..
Power Take Off 5.5 HP (est), speed propor-

tional to throttle setting

Fuel Tank Capacity 2.69 US gallons. Hi-
impact polyethylene tank

Fuel Regular Unleaded Gasoline

Fuel Consumption .36 gal/hr1310g/kwh,

Brakes Disc type, front and rear, dual

handlebar mounted controls

Starter Automatic Recoil, Optional

Electric Start

Ignition Transistorized magneto

Electrical System 88 Watt charging system

Exhaust Muffler with U.S. Forestry ap-
proved spark arrestor

Carburetor Horizontal type, butterfly valve

Air Fitter Dry type with foam secondary
stage

Grade Capability 60 degrees

Weight 205 lbs. (dry weight)

Warranty 12 Month Limited Warranty
Dimensions
Wheels15 inch Steel Spoke (or 12 inch with 8 x

12 tires)*

Tires 5.90 x 15 tubeless

Wheel Base 51 inches

Ground Clearance 15 inches

Height over Seat 30 inches

Height over Handlebars 42 inches

Width 31 inches

Length 79 inches

Water Fording Depth 24 inches

'Optional 15 inch aluminum drum wheels avail-
able with 5.90 x 15 tires.

ROKON INTERNATIONAL INC

http://www.rokon.com/products/ranger.htm
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Industrial News..
ENFIELD IMPORTER OFFERS
GLOBE.

Back in the March-April 1995 issue of the
SIDECARIST, we reported on the attempts to import
the Enfield Bullet from India, how ownership had
changed and that a strike had the entire situation
slowed down. In the years since, contact with the
importer broke down, but that has now changed.

In a press release dated May 1, 1999, Classic
Motorworks announced they are now the exclusive
distributor for the Royal Enfield "Bullet", which has
been in constant production in India, since 1955, and
available in Great Britain, Canada and several other
countries since 1990.

The "Bullet" was introduced by importer Marty
Scott in 1995, after passing rigorous EPA and DOT
testing, requiring such changes as moving the shifter
from the traditional British layout of right shift, left
brake, changing the speedometer to miles per hour
from kilometers per hour, adding turn indicators, etc.
The changes made brought it up to current US stan-

dards but didn't effect the overall classic styling.

Classic Motorworks has displayed the "Bullet" at
six of the 1999 CYCLE WORLD trade shows, as well
as Daytona, Arizona Bike Week, Sears Point Vintage
Day and announced plans were to display at Laconia,
the AMA mid-Ohio event and Sturgis.

At the start of 1999 there were 17 dealers in the
US and as of May 1st there were 55. The goal is to
have two or three dealers per state by 2000.

The July 1999, issue of MOTORCYCLE TOUR
& CRUISER features a review of the Enfield Bullet,
and one of the noted accessories was a sidecar.

When contacted, a spokesperson for Classic
Motorworks said the original plans for the optional
sidecar involved importing the Globe, also from India.
The Globe is basically a replica of the smaller Steib
200, but importing limited quantities results in quite
steep shipping costs.

For more information, contact Classic
Motorworks at POB 917, Faribault, MN 55021 or 1-
800-201-7472.
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Profile

By Dan Doyle
Our daughter Jennifer, recently celebrated

completing the first quarter century of her life.
That caused me to reflect on the portion of our
lives that have been connected to sidecars and to
the wonderful folks we have met along the way.

We had owned motorcycles before Jennifer
came along but had not been what I would call
"serious" riders. Local running around, maybe a
few weekend trips a year, that was about it. And
when Jennifer came into our lives, there wasn't
much change, motorcycle wise, until that fateful
day in 1975, when my mother-in-law (a terrific
woman in every other way) got up in our faces
over asking her to baby sit while we risked our
lives on the motorcycle.

Clearly, the only way out of the controversy
was to put a sidecar on the bike so we would not
have to ask either of our mothers to babysit. And
that's what we did.

To say that we didn't know anything about
sidecars would be to give us more credit than we
deserved. Ignorance being bliss, however, we
jumped right in. We saw an ad in the paper for a
used sidecar and bought it. It was a Spirit of
America Eagle (now the California Companion,

LOOKING BACK

albeit with a dramatically improved frame)
which, with the advice and parts help of the folks
at Spirit of America, we were able to mount on
our '68 Triumph TR6.

The first ride was memorable. We lived out
in the country then, at the top of a little hill, with
about a hundred yard driveway that dead ended
against the country road.

Not permitting anyone to ride the sidecar on
the maiden voyage, and a decision to turn right at
the bottom of the driveway, combined to be a
real learning experience. The sidecar, weighing
in at 125 pounds, leaped into the air. Yours truly,
having no knowledge whatsoever that would
explain this phenomenon, instinctively turned the
handlebars back to the left. The entire unit, with
rider still attached and moving with considerable
vigor, shot across the road and out into the field
across the street, which at that time of year
happened to be covered with four to five foot tall
star thistle. I got the point about ballast and right
turns, in many more ways than one.

Fortunately, enthusiasm triumphed over
fear, and we stuck with it. By the time 1980
rolled around, we had heard about the United
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Sidecar Association (we joined
as #333), and we were getting
more serious about motorcy-
cling in general, and sidecars in
particular. Jennifer had out-
grown sitting on Marlene's lap
in the Spirit, so Doug Bingham
fixed us up with a Watsonian
Palma, which we hooked onto a
new Suzuki GS850G. We also
made our first long distance
trip, going to the 1980 USCA
rally in Estes Park, Colorado,
via Yellowstone.

It was at Estes Park that
we volunteered to be the USCA
reps for Northern California. It
was also at Estes Park that we
met the Southern California
crowd, including John (aka
"Clutch" -- ask him about it
sometime) and Sue Baber, as
well as Jim and Sue Krautz,
who shepherded us in from
Craig, Colorado, as we were
out of tread on the rear tire.
Terrific folks, then and now.

Having been anointed at
Estes Park by USCA co-
founder Ed Johnson, we re-
turned to Northern California,
and began to schedule rides.
We received great support from
sidecarists in the area. By the
next year, and due largely to the
enthusiasm and work of Alan
and Carol Huntzinger, a lady
named Erma, whose last name
escapes me, and Clyde and
Angel Bennett, the first edition
of Sierra Sidecar Spectacular
was held at the Mariposa
County Fairgrounds near
Yosemite. This year is the 18th
and, under the leadership of
Neil Jameson and Margann

Profile..
LOOKING BACK..

A Watsonian Oxford on a 1985 GL Interstate at the
Continental Divide

The first rig with daughter Jennifer, a Spirit of America Eagle
on a 1968 Triumph TR6.
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Profile..
LOOKING BACK..Wimpee, it is still going strong.

In the meantime, we
hosted the 1993 National
USCA Rally at Lake Tahoe, did
a several year stint as USCA
officers for national rallies, and
handled book and paraphernalia
sales for the USCA. In 1991, at
the end of 10 years of Mariposa
rallies, we stepped down from
responsibility and became just
enthusiasts, although we do
continue to help with the
Mariposa event.

As Jennifer grew we
needed bigger sidecars, until
she had her own activities and
no longer went with us. Rigs
over the years have included the
GS850G with an Avid (Side
Strider built replica of a two
seat English sidecar with hard
top and door on the side); the
Avid on a 1984 Gold Wing
standard; two Watsonian
Monza's, one on the GS850 and
the other on a 1000 Gold Wing;
an early 50's BMW with Steib
bullet nose sidecar; a Watsonian
Oxford (double wide with front
and rear seats) on a 1985 GL
Interstate; and a '87 Harley
FXRT, first with a California
Friendship II, and then with an
ex-police H-D hack.

We have traveled to the
mid west, the south west, and to
the east coast several times, and
have been all over western
Canada, numerous times. Last
summer we went from Sacra-
mento to Paterson, New Jersey,
and then back via the H-D 95th
Anniversary debauch in Mil-
waukee. We also made the '98
Bigfoot Rally in Alberta,

The dog (dressed for the cold) in the Watsonian Palma with
1980 Suzuki GS850G;

The Doyle's with one of their current outfits, a Ural/H-D.
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coming home by way of the Columbia Icefield
Highway in the Canadian Rockies.

Right now we have two rigs. One is a '96
Harley Electra Glide with a Ural. We bought the
Ural from Miles Morris, who had it on a former
police Moto Guzzi, and have retained the Italian
Police motif. I tell people who ask about it that it
is made in Italy for the national police under
license from Russia and that is why it is called a
Uralini. The sidecar is of special interest in that
the frame had been modified by Barry Bates to
use fabricated bolt on Champion mounts, rather
than the World War II era mounting system that
comes with the Urals.

Our other outfit is a '97 Honda Valkyrie
with a Champion Escort sidecar. A Dunlop light
truck tire (175/75R16) has been mounted on the
rear, as the only available motorcycle tires are
characterized by rapid wear due to their soft
compound, difficulty in finding them on the road
as they are unique to the Valkyrie, and expense

Profile..
LOOKING BACK..

($200+ unless you get them via mail order). I am
hoping for 20-30K miles out of the light truck
tire. Pete Smith of Side Effects in Kamloops,
BC, was the source for the tire. No modification
of the rear wheel was required. Side Effects can
be reached at (250)573-2364 if anyone riding a
Valkyrie is interested. I should also mention that
Pete built an electric power seat for the Escort
that minimizes the wear and tear on Marlene's
knees by raising the seat (up to 16 inches) so she
can step in and out without a lot of effort.

It's a good life. Being retired makes it even
better. Over the years, sidecarring has brought us
together with some of the greatest people in the
world and our dearest friends today. And we have
had many great experiences and adventures along
the way. So why stop now? Tomorrow is the first
day of the rest of our lives.
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Of note here is how the Russian Ural sidecar frame and mounts have been modified by Barry
Bates. The rear Ural lower mount is a slip-fit with pinch bolts (to adjust toe-in), and has simply
been removed. The forward Ural mount had to be cut off, then added frame cross-tubes were
welded onto the Ural frame where the lower front and rear struts attach as well as the upper

rear strut. A new upper front mount was added, as well as an extension for the steering damper
attachment.

Profile..
LOOKING BACK..
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INSTRUCTOR CORNER
By David L. Hough, President, USCA Sidecar Safety Program

SSP

Time Sure Funs...
As Kermit the Frog says, "Time sure funs when

you're having flies." The years are rushing by faster
than I can keep track. I had to check my old weekly
minders to recall that it was back in 1995 that we had a
discussion about the Sidecar Safety Program, and came
to the conclusion that we should focus on the isolated
novice who needed information but probably wouldn't
be able to find a training course.

The result of that conclusion was the writing and
publication of our book Driving A Sidecar Outfit,
which has been a hot seller both from the SSP Trea-
surer Tim Colburn, 453 Tamarack St., Park Forest IL
60466, and from Whitehorse Press (800) 531-1133, or
Classic Motorbooks (800) 826-6600.

While Driving A Sidecar Outfit has assisted
hundreds of novices to understand the techniques for
handling a hack or trike, it also stimulated a renewed
interest in three-wheeler training courses. Sure, the
book was a big help for novices who didn't have a
course nearby, or couldn't even find a sidecar instructor.
But it has also evolved into the curricula we now teach
in our SSP three-wheeler courses.

Frankly, we've been amazed at the interest in
sidecar training. Each time we have offered a sidecar
instructor certification course, we've been surprised at
the number of motorcycle safety instructors with little
or no sidecar experience who have asked to become
sidecar certified.

So, now we're looking toward a dream of getting
sidecar courses integrated into motorcycle safety
training sites all across the country, a very big step
forward from just publishing a do-it-yourself sidecar
driving book.

For me personally, the SSP has been a very clever
"Chinese finger puzzle" . The harder I wiggle and
squirm to extricate myself, the deeper I get involved.
And I suspect that's also true of the other selfless people
who contribute their time and energy to the Sidecar
Safety Program. We see one more little task that needs
to be done, one more little victory, and then another

"must do" task comes over the horizon.

While I appreciate the effort everyone has
expended on behalf of the SSP, each of us must make a
decision about the depth and length of our involve-
ment. For myself, I've decided that my maximum will
be age 65. That will be April 25, 2002. At that time I
will step down. So, if you're on the SSP Board of
Directors, or on the staff, or an SSP instructor, you
might consider either finding a replacement, or step-
ping up to the President job yourself.
Vic Hari, Chief Instructor

Victor Hari, from Gilman Illinois, was tasked
with the job of managing and teaching a sidecar
instructor preparation course at Madison, Wisconsin, in
June. Vic managed to pull off this SIP, in spite of some
major problems such as outlandish facilities charges by
the Madison Area Technical College. Vic transported
two training outfits from Illinois, which were essential
for both the instructor course and the novice Driving A
Sidecar course taught by the instructors in training.

But, now we have a new Chief Instructor in
Illinois. Questions about training, instructor training, or
curricula from anyone in the Midwest can now be
directed to Vic Hari, 233 N. Hartwell, Gilman, IL
60938 (815) 265-4547 or (815) 265-4579.

Vic is also our liaison between the Gold Wing
Road Riders Association and the USCA Sidecar Safety
Program. The SSP and GWRRA are in the process of
establishing a new agreement on GWRRA use of SSP
curricula and instructors. We're not quite ready to
divulge the agreement, but we should come to some
conclusions in time for an announcement in • the next
Instructor Corner.

GWRRA instructors anywhere in the country
may contact Vic directly about sidecar certification or
training courses.
Motorcyclists With Disabilities

We continue to look for ways to make motorcy-
cling accessible to persons with physical limitations or
disabilities. There are more than a few military veterans
and others with lower body paralysis, who can only
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SSP..
enjoy motorcycling via a three wheeler.

One big hang-up which prevents people from
getting into sidecars is that motorcycle training sites in
the USA generally do not offer three-wheeler training.

A second hang-up is that information about
sidecars is difficult to find. A paraplegic won't find
much information about sidecars in the motorcycle
magazines, for example. And most motorcycle dealers
discourage sidecars or trikes, because their model lines
don't include three-wheelers.

Sure, if you're already a member of the USCA,
or a subscriber to Hack'd, you already know about
sidecars. But if you don't know about the USCA, or
the SSP, or the Sidecar Industry Council, you don't
know where to turn for help. We're looking for ways to
remove the hang-ups, and to encourage training sites
to offer sidecar courses.

Mark Sigfrinius is the Mayor of Goldendale, a
small town in south central Washington state. Mark
was severely injured in an accident when he was a
motor officer for the Seattle Police Department.
Knowing his love of motorcycling, Mark's friends and
associates helped him obtain a Harley-Davidson
sidecar rig, which was adapted for hand controls.
Mark carries a collapsible wheelchair in the sidecar.

Mark has agreed to take on the task of "encour-
aging" the state of Washington to offer sidecar training
as an option within the Washington Department of
Licensing Motorcycle Safety Program. The DOL
Motorcycle Coordinator isn't opposed to sidecars, but
like many state rider training coordinators, needs a
little push to understand that three-wheeled motor-
cycles are motorcycles too, and people who can't ride a
two-wheeler should be given access to the sport.

Sigfrinius will tackle Washington state first, and
we'll see if the lessons learned will help us encourage
other states to think more seriously about sidecar
training. We'll keep you posted. If you have any
ammunition which you think would be useful in
helping Mark encourage Washington to include
sidecar training in it's state program, pass it along via
David Hough, or email to sigfrinius@gorge.net.
Seattle Instructor Prep Course

We are offering a sidecar instructor preparation

course at Seattle, Washington, September 11-12 and
18-19, 1999. This course will be sponsored by the
Evergreen Safety Council, 401 Pontius Avenue N.,
Seattle, WA 98109. (206) 382-4090 or (800) 521-0778.

This course is being offered primarily for MSF
instructors in the Seattle area who wish to become
sidecar certified. It is being offered over two weekends,

for the benefit of locals, however this course is
open to anyone, on a space-available basis. While
several of the current ESC instructors are also sidecar-
ists, it is not necessary to be sidecar experienced to take
this course. The course will be taught by David Hough.
Contact Dave Wendell at ESC for additional informa-
tion.

The Evergreen Safety Council has decided to get
into the sidecar training business. The state has not yet
agreed to include sidecar training in it's subsidized rider
training program, but has given ESC permission to
conduct sidecar training separate from the DDL
subsidized courses. We suspect that the state will be
looking closely at the success of ESC's sidecar courses.

This course will include a two-day novice
Driving A Sidecar course on September 18-19, taught
by the instructors in training. This will be an excellent
opportunity for anyone in the Northwest to take a
novice sidecar course. If you now of anyone who is
currently a passenger in the family sidecar, or a motor-
cyclist with a curiosity about sidecars, this is an oppor-
tunity to get some hands-on training in sidecar opera-
tion. No previous motorcycle experience needed. To
register, or for more information, contact the Evergreen
Safety Council; (206) 382-4090 or (800) 521-0778.
Sidecar Information Packets

As we suggested earlier, motorcyclists don't
know where to find information about sidecars. The
first contact, sometimes even the first thought about
sidecars, is when someone sees you on your outfit. You
might think that veteran motorcyclists would under-
stand about sidecars, but in general, veterans are just as
ignorant about three-wheelers as anyone on the street.

We get a lot of mail at the SSP "office" asking
questions about sidecars and trikes. To answer the
questions without a lot of wasted effort, we usually just
mail out a "Sidecar Information" packet. The informa-
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SSP..
tion has boiled down to three different packets, Intro-
duction To Sidecars, Assembling A Sidecar Rig, and
Sidecar Events Calendar. These packets are updated as
information changes, usually monthly.

Introduction To Sidecars is typically four pages,
starting with a chat about how I got into sidecars,
followed by general information about the USCA,
SSP, and SIC, and the textbook Driving A Sidecar
Outfit. A useful handout to give to anyone who has just
started thinking about sidecars.

Assembling A Sidecar Rig is for those who are
thinking seriously about getting a sidecar. It answers
general questions about motorcycle/ sidecar selection,
hardware, alignment, and motorcycle modifications.
We would welcome information from the sidecar
industry about what this packet should contain.

Sidecar Events Calendar. Is just a listing of
current sidecar events such as rallies and training
courses.

These three packets are available from the SSP. If
you want whatever is currently available printed back-
to-back, send $1 and an address label. If you want the
current versions printed as one-sided masters so you
can make copies to hand out, send $2 and an address
label, and say "masters". (just print your name and
mailing address clearly on a piece of paper if you don't
have a stick-em label handy)

If you'd rather send postage stamps than cash,
that's fine, too. Checks to "SSP Info". USCA Sidecar
Safety Program, 93 Thunder Road, Port Angeles, WA
98362. pmdave@tenforward.com.
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SSP
By Ed Johnson

The United Sidecar Associa-
tion Sidecar Safety Program was
held at College of Du Page, Glen
Ellyn, Illinois, on May 29, 1999.
This was a pivotal course. The
classroom instruction and the
range exercises were monitored by
John Brandon, Illinois Department
of Transportation, and Bob Ritter,
Director Motorcycle Safety
Project, Northern Illinois Univer-
sity. For the first time, funding
could be available through the
State of Illinois, for USCA SSP.
The graduates are:
John Bauman, South Elgin, IL,
Carol Bouslog, Dolton, IL,
Quin Calhoun, Chicago, IL,
Bill Dolan, Northbrook, IL,
Karldane Foster, Glenview, IL,
Tim Hurley, Tinley Park, IL,
Bernard Kamenear, Hoffman

Estates, IL,
Cynthia Kreuzer, Muskego, WI,
Louis Kreuzer, Muskego, WI,
Doug Schmal, Lowell, IN,
Don Schotland, Skokie, IL,
Mary Shimkos, Thornton, IL,
Ken Smalley, Western Springs, IL,
Scott Timmons, Murphysboro, IL,
Rose Wellhausen, Des Plaines, IL,
Stebbins Younger, Barrington, IL,
John Zmuda, Highland Park, IL.

The instructors were Vic
Hari, Jim Zikuda, Jeanine
Johnson and Ed Johnson.

The baton passes: After a 20
year involvement in sidecar safety
in the State of Illinois, Ed Johnson
is resigning. Vic Hari will continue
the work. Ed estimates that he has
taught close to 400 students and
instructors about the safe operation
of a sidecar.

Sidecar Safety Program
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Coming Events
September 3-6, 1999, Kootenay Kampout, Mirror Lake, British Columbia, Canada, 5 km south of Kaslo. Info:

Bigfoot Sidecar Club, 6115 216th St., RR11, Langley, B.C. V2Y 2N6 CANADA (604)534-6473.

September 17-19, 1999, Ears Across the Border, Timberline Campground, Concrete, Washington. Info:
Bigfoot Sidecar Club, 6115 216th St., RR11, Langley, B.C. V2Y 2N6 CANADA (604)534-6473.

So-Long Summer Sidecar Campout? No information as of press time. Info: Fred Hunteman (317)831-8105 or
Greg TenBrook (317)984-2403.

September 24-26, 1999, Sidecar owners Club of Sydney Sidecar Rally, Australia. Info: 10 A/15 Campbell St.,
Parramatta NSW, Australia.

October 1-3, 1999, 8th Annual HACK'D Invitational, Buckhannon, West Virginia. $20 registration fee includes
some food and camping. Pre-registration required by September 1, 1999, to: HACK'D, P.O. Box 813,
Buckhannon, WV 26201. (304)472-6146.

October 23, 1999, Indian & Classic American Iron Biketoberfest rally, 10a.m. to 3p.m., open to all pre-1984
American motorcycles, original or customized. Trophied bike show, Klassix Auto Attraction, Daytona Beach,
Florida. $10 per person. Info: (904)252-3800.

October 30-31, 1999, Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, California. **** Note: Big confusion here on
dates due to scheduling problems. Originally listed as this weekend, then the 23-24th and now back to the 30-
31st. **** Info: DougBingham (818)780-1587.

December 4, 1999, Bigfoot Christmas Dinner Party. Info: Joan and Barry Baldwin (604)531-5160.

January 1, 2000, Annual Polar Bear Run. Info: Northern Illinois Sidecarists, Ron Gardner (815)476-0327.
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Classifieds
Classified advertisers should use the classi-

fied ad form,  Using the ad form gives an ad 150
characters and spaces, and the advertiser name,
address and phone number are included for free.

Ads just typed on a sheet of paper, usually
tend to run close to double length, and are re-
turned to either be edited to space by the adver-
tiser, or for additional payment.

1st Time Ads
For Sale:
1988 GL1500/Formula II Ltd., 15 inch rear

wheel, aux. tank, EZ Steer, backrest, prog.
suspension, covers. $9,500.00. Richard
Walther, 714 Jeffrey Place, Los Alamos, NM
87544. (505)672-9172.

1986 Kaw. Voyager, 1200, 51K, Motorvation
frame home built Alum. cargo body, many
extras. $3,500. Will deliver up to 400 mi. Call
for photo. Ed Millray, 3670 Hearne Ave.
.'Kingman, AZ 86401. (520)692-9413.

1995 Triumph Speed Triple, 11K, new tires,
chain, sprocket, pipe, jetted, extras, $5,600
OBO. Must sell. Dennis (414)768-7262.
Dennis Magnuson, 1638 Michigan Ave., So.
Milwaukee, WI 53172.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1999 Formula II by Motorvation, pearl white for

GL1500, 500 mi., loaded with everything.
Health reasons force sale. $4700.00 0.8.0.
Paul G. Szymborski, 2979 S. 45th St., Mil-
waukee, WI 53219. (414)541-6290.

1961 R693 with 1975 R905 engine with Motor-
vation sidecar, $6500.00. Shirley Fuller, 1281
E. Dollar St., Pahrump, NV 89048. (775)727-
5003.

1998 Velorex sidecar used one season, 2700
miles, make offer. Richard J. Lichti, 5 Kraft
Ave., Bronxville, NY 10708. (914)779-6923.

Vetter Terraplane, new tall tinted windshield, all
brake comp.Stored many years, excellent
shape. $1750. Combi-Camp copy trailer,
queen bed, good cond. $950. Allen R. Schultz,
5.30W.29455 Williams way, Waukesha, WI
53188. (414)968-2092 eves.

New Hannigan Astro 2+2 sidecar bought in
Sept.98, used once, no paint, still in gel coat,
lots of extras, $5500. Tom Stonequist, N6468
White Oak Ct., Delavan, WI 53115. (608)883-
2856.
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
11 Mar.1996 May-Jun 1996
06 May 1996 Jul-Aug 1996
01 Jul  1996 Sep-Oct 1996
09 Sep 1996 Nov-Dec 1996
11 Nov 1996 Jan-Feb 1997
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